
Four Carronite baths easily take the 
weight of a 71⁄2 tonne van.

Strength and Beauty

Six Carronite baths easily take the 
weight of a tri-axle tractor unit.

Unique Design
Carronite™ baths have a unique 
support system; this has been 
designed to cope with the additional 
weight of the Carronite™ material. 
Once installed, the bath’s stability 
and rigidity prevent movement, thus 
offering the perfect solution to the 
problem of sealing.

Industry Standard
These test results are the reason that 
more industry professionals would 
recommend a Carronite™ bath over 
any other currently available.

Retain Heat
They will retain heat for 
approximately 20 minutes 
longer than a standard acrylic 
bath. This is based on a starting 
temperature of 55 degrees 
Celsius and reducing to 45 
degrees Celsius.

Amazingly Strong
They are demonstrably stronger than 
standard acrylic baths. Based on 
measuring the extent to which a cut 
section of a bath will bend when a 1kg 
weight is attached to it. A standard bath 
will bend  to 56mm and the Carronite™ 
bath will bend to 45mm.

What do comprehensive tests prove 
about Carronite™ baths?
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Carronite™ 
Carronite is an advanced reinforcement applied to Carron 
acrylic baths, developed and patented by Carron Bathrooms. 
A Carron bath reinforced with Carronite is capable of 
withstanding far greater stresses than a conventional acrylic 
bath. After a bath has been reinforced with 
Carronite, it has a strength and rigidity 
normally associated with a cast iron 
or heavy gauge steel bath, while 
enjoying all the benefits in finish, 
design and ease of care of modern 
acrylic baths.

Carronite panels  
also available -  

the perfect partner  
for a Carronite bath.  
See pages 114-115 

for list of panels.

Optional headrest 
available on some baths - 
look at the features boxes

● Amazing strength

The Carronite™ reinforcement can be applied to
any Carron bath or panel making them stronger
than any other conventional acrylic bath or panel
available on the market

●  Unique installation

 Properly installed, a Carronite™ bath can last a
lifetime

●  Enhanced insulation

 Due to the superior qualities of the Carronite™
material the water in the bath stays warmer for
longer

●  Great designs

 Every bath in our range is available in the
Carronite™ specification, providing customers with
a wide range of designs to suit every bathroom

●  Traditional craftsmanship

 Carronite™ was developed and patented by
Carron Bathrooms, a company with 250 years of
experience in the design and manufacturing of
premium quality products

●  Proven track record

 Carronite™ has a proven track record in the luxury
hotel business where design and durability are
essential

●  30 year manufacturer’s warranty

 Every Carronite™ bath is
backed by a 30 year
manufacturer’s
warranty, offering
you valuable peace
of mind

Why choose Carronite™?

Carronite™ samples available

Acrylic

Carronite™

18mm Baseboard

Acrylic - Warm, durable, high gloss, easy clean finish, 
formed from 5mm acrylic.

Carronite™ - High technology, rigid reinforcement.
18mm Baseboard - Totally encapsulated for total 

rigidity.

How does Carronite™ work? 
The demonstrable strength of a Carronite™ bath 
comes from a unique triple layer reinforcement 
system. This additional weight means the bath 

requires to be fitted with a unique cradle support 
system. The combination of the material itself and 

the cradle system ensure the rigidity and stability of 
the bath.
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